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During the contractual period, four Scientific Reports were issued:
1.
Static stability measures in the atmosphere, by W. lawrence Gates. 
67: 773-784 (1962).
3.
The propagation of error in numerical Integration of the discrete vorticity equation, by W. lawrence Gates. Scientific Report No. 6, 15 may 1962, 37 pp.
1.
The effect of finite differences on the growth rates of unstable waves in a simple berocllnic model, by Christopher A. Riegel. 
Introduction.
In an earlier study (Gates and Riegel, 1962) In this fashion comparable grid resolution is maintained over a wide range of latitude without interpolation.
Extended numerical integrations.
In the previous study (Gates and Riegel, 1962) it was found that in the solution of (3) by the extrapolated Liebmann relaxation method, an overrelaxation coefficient 4 = 0.36 and a streamfumction tendency residue tolerance of 0.07 percent of the maximum initial tendency were suitable values for the analytic case selected. This distortion appears first near the latitude at which the effective longitudinal mesh size is first doubled, i.e., between 45N and 50N. Due to the increased truncation error the predicted wave speed to the north of this juncture is less than it is to the south, and this evidently introduces a fictitious "backward" tilt to the wave.
This effect is here less noticeable at the higher latitudes (at which similar longitudinal mesh size changes occur)because of the somewhat smaller wave amplitude in these regions.
This characteristic wave distortion also occurred in the extended integrations with a doubled (10 deg) basic grid size, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The larger truncation error in this case, however, evidently masks the distortion so that it is less clearly displayed at 10 days than in the case of the 5 deg grid discussed above. Same as fig. 1 , but for t =4 days. Same as fig. 6 , but for t -10
days. In an effort to reduce this wave distortion in middle latitudes, the differencing mchem. was changed such that in ( Since the closest points now consulted in an application of (3), or in the determination of I , are approximately 190 ]a apart at 7CB1, the value of At was reduced to j hr in order to avoid computational instability with the conventional centered difference scheme.
With the sam analytic 6-wave Initial conditions used earlier, a series of tests of the relative efficiency of various overrelaxation coefficients was made for the previously determined streaumfmtion tendency residue tolerance E = 0.50 m2 sec "2 . Fr these tests at -t = 0, summarized In Fig. I4 
Integration with observed atmospheric data.
The use of the spherical difference scheme with analytic data should be supplemented by an integration using observed data if the scheme's application to practical numerical weather prediction is to be examined. To this end, the 500 mb contour data flor 15 ani fig. 15 , but for t8 days. where VtI n ft amgivenbyQIsod(5andvhre
with the Corlolis pemweor, sj the .sby parmeter, end the remaining symbols as previokmly defined. At the P0le the linear portion of (6) is approximated on a locally hexagonal grid as 1P,1# +3 *4 , * 6 -I *1%*3*+*i
64),(10)
where the subscripts 1 to 6 denote 6 equally-spaced points at 8503, and the subscript P denotes the pole.
Starting from the known , equations (8) and ( The forecast 500 Mb contour maps computed in this manner from the 1-and 2-day nurerical integrations of (3) with the modified grid are shown in figs. 29 and 30. These forecasts are not of high meteorological accuracy in that the behavior of a number of major wave systems over the hemisphere is not well predicted. An independent integration (not shown), with the same initial and boundary conditions on a conventional rectangular grid system of comparable middle-latitude resolution, was physically inadequate in the same instances, however, so that these failings may be attributed to the non-divergent barotropic model rather than to the grid scheme itself.
'.
Conclusions.
In using a spherical grid scheme with changing longitudinal mesh size (Gates and Riegel, 1962 ), it appears important to avoid an abrupt change of mesh size in those latitudes at which large gradients characteristically occur. The latitude 700V! appears suitable for a first doubling of a 5 longitude mesh size for typical atmospheric flow at 500 rb, and this spherical grid appears to yield a smooth and well-behaved solution over the hemisphere. It is felt that such a scheme may prove of considerable use in global numerical weather prediction in which artificial lateral boundaries or overlapping rectangular grids are not desirable. Figure 2 .
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The forecast 500 mb topography for 1500 GMT, 19 November 1955.
The initial data was that of fig. 25 (24-hr. forecast). Figure 3 . The forecast 500 nib topography for 1500 GMT 20 November 1955.
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The initial data was that of fig. 25 (48-hr forecast).
